
y o u r  y a r n

Singles!
In our Spring 2014 issue, we asked readers to send us their singles. Here we 

invite you to meet four delightful examples. See all the yarns on our website, 
spinningdaily.com.

Diana Blair of 
Kalispell, Montana
Corriedale wool and 
ceramic beads, singles, 
14 wpi, 1,400 ypp
“This singles yarn is called 
‘Navajo Tears’ and is 
dedicated to my friend 
master weaver Roy Kady 
and his mother, who has 
passed. The rust yarn is a 
Corriedale wool and is 
embellished with handmade 
ceramic beads in a soft 
turquoise color.”

Linda Cronquist 
of Moscow, 
Idaho
Wool, singles, 30 wpi, 
4,800 ypp
“I love my high-whorl; it 
goes where I go and I 
figure that I’ve spun 
about 2 miles of yarn. 
Most of it seems to be 
about this weight. As 
my friend says, ‘Linda 
couldn’t spin a fat yarn 
if she tried!’”
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Next Challenge
Stash! Spin the fiber you’ve had in your stash for the longest time. Can’t remember when you bought it and what for? Make room 
in your stash for more goodies and spin up your long-held treasures. Choose any fiber, tool, technique you wish, just make sure to 
send a finished yarn. The deadline to submit is October 31. Please send a minimum five-yard length of yarn labeled with your name, 
mailing address, phone number, email address, and fiber content. Mail your comments and your yarn to Spin.Off Your Yarn, 4868 
Innovation Drive, Fort Collins, CO 80525-5576. Email spinoff@interweave.com with any questions. The yarn won’t be returned, 
but it will be used to raise money for a worthy charity. Please contact us at the above address if you’d like to volunteer to make a 
charity item using the yarns from previous Your Yarn entries.

Jessica Hupp of 
Hendersonville, 
Tennessee
VHS tape, singles,  
15 wpi, 1475 ypp
“I recently came across 
a large stash of 
unusable old VHS 
tapes. They seemed to 
be an ideal option for 
an outdoor-suitable 
yarn . . . so this 
recycled ‘fiber’ is the 
result. While crunchy 
and crackly, it works up 
nicely for patio 
placemats and such!”

Vivian Dills of 
Bow, Washington
Wool blend, singles,  
23 wpi, 950 ypp
“This wool blend singles 
is a result of the ‘All the 
Little Bits’ class with 
Judith MacKenzie I 
attended at Madrona in 
February. We took small 
samples of different 
colors and fiber content 
and spun them at 
random, then plied. I love 
the randomness of the 
yarn and colors, as well 
as the changes in texture 
and grist.”
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Jesselyn Foot of San Francisco, California
Wool/silk blend, singles, 25 wpi, 2000 ypp
“I have an antique wheel that has been restored, and I spin silk and flax on it. It is very fast. Her 
name is the Purring Kitten because she purrs when she spins. I spun this yarn on her and have 
some more roving left.”

Bettina Becker of Pembrokeshire, Wales
Wensleydale, Ryeland, Corriedale, and silk, singles, 13 wpi, 825 ypp
“My singles yarn is a mix of different sheep breeds—Wensleydale, Ryeland, Corriedale—all dyed 
with indigo, and wrapped with a silk single that was also dyed with indigo. I call it the ‘indigo 
sampler yarn’.”

Courtney Mussatt of Plainfield, Indiana
Alpaca, singles, 24 wpi, 1975 ypp

Tomoko Sophie Hogen of Tokyo, Japan
Wool, singles, 30 wpi, 1400 ypp
“This single yarn is really the first yarn that I produced using a spindle. For many guild 
re-enactment occasions, I’ve shown this yarn to compare with plied singles that I have 
subsequently spun up. This yarn taught me the joy of spinning!”

Linda Condon of Talkeetna, Alaska
Romney-Ramboullet, Merino, wool, and Newfoundland dog hair, singles, 10 wpi, 950 ypp
“This yarn was spun on my Lendrum wheel. I hand-carded black Romney-Ramboullet wool, white 
wool, white Merino previously dyed with blue and some green, and black Newfoundland dog hair 
together. I then ran it through my Strauch petite drum carder but did not over-blend the colors.”
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Grace Whitmore of Palatine, Illinois
Merino, singles, 24 wpi, 3400 ypp
“I first learned to spin on a spindle, so I would make singles all the time. Since learning on a wheel, 
I’ve always plied my singles. This challenge is the first singles I’ve spun on a wheel.”

Joan McColly of Coronado, California
Suffolk, singles, 14 wpi, 985 ypp
“This yarn was spun on a drop spindle.”

Maureen Auvenshine of Pinckneyville, Illinois
Wool, singles, 15 wpi, 1150 ypp
“My sister raises sheep and is very generous in saving me several fleece every shearing. They 
vary in staple, softness, and color. I really enjoy working with the silvers, greys, and shades of 
brown. After carding them with a drum carder, I usually spin on a drop spindle.”

Charlotte Pavelko of Orange Cove, California
Dorset wool, singles, 19 wpi, 1000 ypp
“This yarn was spun on a Joy wheel. Lesson learned: Better to spin yarn first, then dye it.”

G. Hihn
Wool, singles, 48 wpi, 6400 ypp
“I’m a beginner, so I wanted to use an economical fiber to practice with. The fiber is Martha 
Stewart Crafts Roving Wool, which comes in pencil roving form with a slight twist. To release the 
twist, I split the roving in two, took one piece of split roving, and pre-drafted the end that I wished 
to begin spinning. The un-drafted remainder of the piece was drafted as I spun. The color reminds 
me of the shifting blue tones in a summer sky.” 
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Dale Jackson of Waterloo, New York
Cotton, singles, 25 wpi, 4200 ypp
“This single-ply was spun on a spindle made from cardboard and a pencil (low-tech). The  fiber is 
cotton pill bottle stuffing.”

Birte Kurth of San Sebastián, Spain
English Leicester Longwool, singles, 18 wpi, 1500 ypp
“I wanted to spin up some Leicester locks my aunt and uncle sent me from Tasmania. My uncle 
recently turned 70 and I needed a gift, so I decided to dye some locks with an acid dye, picked and 
teased the locks open, carded them and spun them. I wanted to knit socks with the finished yarn.”

Andrea Kotlow of Wesley, Maine
Husky/Golden Labrador hair, singles, 16 wpi, 1050 ypp
“This is my first ever try at spinning. I bought an inexpensive drop spindle at a fair and used the 
cheapest fiber I could find—our dog’s hair. I love the softness and the natural color variations in 
the yarn.”

Cheri Moore of Emmett, Idaho
Border Leicester x Merino and glass beads, singles, 17 wpi, 1425 ypp
“Fluffy is a Border Leceister x Merino sheep who lives on my tiny farm in Southern Idaho. Taking 
advantage of the length and strength of the long wool of the sheep, I strung beads onto strands 
pulled from locks. I then spun a singles yarn using a combed wool incorporating the bead strand 
into the fiber every 12–18 inches.”

Diana Blair of Kalispell, Montana
Corriedale wool and ceramic beads, singles, 14 wpi, 1400 ypp
“This singles yarn is called ‘Navajo Tears’ and is dedicated to my friend, master weaver Roy Kady 
and his mother who has passed. The rust yarn is a Corriedale wool and is embellished with 
handmade ceramic beads in a soft turquoise color.”
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Jessica Hoop of Hendersonville, Tennessee
VHS tape, singles, 15 wpi, 1475 ypp
“I recently came across a large stash of unuseable, old VHS tapes. They seemed to be an ideal 
option for an outdoor-suitable yarn…so this recycled “fiber” is the result. While crunchy and 
crackly, it works up nicely for patio placemats and such!”

Vivian Dills of Bow, Washington
Wool blend, singles, 23 wpi, 950 ypp
“This wool blend singles is a result of the ‘All the Little Bits’ class with Judith Mackenzie I attended 
at Madrona in February. We took small samples of different colors and fiber content and spun 
them at random, then plied. I love the randomness of the yarn and colors, as well as the changes in 
texture and grist.”

Linda Cronquist of Moscow, Idaho
Wool, singles, 30 wpi, 4800 ypp
“I love my high-whorl; it goes where I go and I figure that I’ve spun about 2 miles of yarn. Most of 
it seems to be about this weight. As my friend says, ‘Linda couldn’t spin a fat yarn if she tried!’”


